
Fashion Illustration: The art of communicating fashion ideas in a visual 

form. Usually the first representation of a brand of fashion concept.   

Class Description  

This class will provide students an understanding of foundation of Fashion Illustration. 

Understanding the fashion proportions, ways to illustrate different garment details, 

technical sketching, as well as drawing from a live figure. Students will be introduced to 

different mediums and be comfortable in fashion sketching.   
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Course Outline 

Week 1 

Proportions 9 head figure – understanding fashion poses and measurements students will 

create three different croquis using these as templates for future illustrations. Facial 

proportions – developing different fashion faces.   

Week 2  

Finish fashion fashion and begin to experiment with templates by looking through 

magazines and selecting outfits for inspiration going over how to render different 

clothing details.  

Week 3 

Continue to work on clothing details and croquis templates introducing first mediums 

marker and color pencil. 

Week 4 

Demonstration on acrylic and water color brief history of fashion illustration. 

Week 5 

Live fashion sketching – students will use larger scale proportions and understand how to 

simplify garment details.  

Week 6 

Create two illustrations with mediums that are comfortable for the students using two 

different fashion houses as an example – in order to capture the attitude of the brand/ 

Week 7  

Create two abstract fashion faces focusing on proportions  

Week 8 

Start on technical drawings going over the basics and why it is important in the fashion 

industry.  

Week 9  

Live fashion drawing 

Week 10  

Students will have this class period to ask any questions or work on projects for exhibit 

submission. 
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Materials 
 

Pencils 2H, Mechanical Pencil, Newsprint paper, Color Pencils, Eraser, Fashion Magazines, 

Markers,  

 

Instructor Bio 

 

Born in Moscow Russia, I have studied in New York City, Paris as well as Savannah 

Georgia. I have always had a passion for visual arts and when I discovered fashion 

illustration I knew everything changed. My works overall theme focuses on the perception 

of beauty and how we view it as a society. Fashion illustration is something that is not in 

the for front of the fast pace industry like it once was. The field has turned into more of 

fine art – than a necessity to designers. I love challenging proportions and looking at the 

craft in different ways, teaching helps with that I want everyone to be exposed to thinking 

creatively.   


